
LFC38 FEATURES
FIRST COSPLAY
FIGHTS

Fans have been asking for a Cosplay

event for years and LFC will make

dreams come true in just two days with

LFC38� Angels & Lil Devils, we mean,

LFC38� Angels & Cosplay Devils! Taking

place in Las Vegas on Valentine's Day,

three of LFC38's six bouts will feature

fighters wearing ridiculously sexy

Cosplay costumes. Only a handful of

tickets are left at www.LFCfights.com
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so get them fast. You can also purchase

the PPV at the site (tickets & PPV are

free to site members). Enjoy the show!

LFC38 MATCHES ARE
LOCKED & LOADED

Six bouts. Eleven fighters. One open

challenge. For the first time ever, LFC is

allowing a fighter to select her own

opponent. The main event will see Katie

'The Bombshell' Forbes have the

opportunity to choose any fighter on

the card to go against. Will she choose

a teammate? A veteran like Angelica Ko

or Bella Ink? Or the easy route and

choose a newer fighter? Find out on

Valentine's Day!



MAI RICHARDS TO
REPRESENT TEAM
LOYAL FANS

LFC38 will see the debut of a new

branded team: Team Loyal Fans. Taking

the place of Team Healthy Male which

took the place of the Blue Team, Team

Loyal Fans will fight out of the Red

corner. Mai Richards was the first

member of the Blue Team to fight at

LFC32 so it's fitting she be one of the

first to represent Team Loyal Fans when

she takes on MJ Domino at LFC38.



BELLA INK CHANGES
HER SPOTS

Bella Ink once famously said she would

never leave the Black Team where she

had compiled an impressive 7�4 record.

But at LFC38 she'll fight for the brand

new Team Loyal Fans. So what

changed? Ink says she felt leaving the

Black Team would give her a more

direct route to a title shot. There is no

denying she is instantly their #1

contender. Is there a title fight in her

future? Possibly but she'll have to get

past Tomiko Tajima at LFC38 first.
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